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though if you ask me, bringing the ntsc version of xenoblade chronicles to north america would have been a very good
thing. the problem with the ntsc release of the game on the 3ds was not problems with the language barrier, but issues

relating to the game's save states; several possible endings had to be experienced in order to understand how to proceed
with the game. it was released on the 3ds alongside the pal version, but xenoblade chronicles was never intended to be

released in north america. rumors are that the game was going to be sold at gamestop as a standalone title with only the
japanese version released, but then suddenly the us version was pushed back and then the 3ds launched in north america,
giving the pal version a chance to capitalize on it. as if all of this wasn't bad enough, nintendo of america decided to have

some beef with sega of america over the default language of valkyria chronicles. the sega title originally shipped with
english and german as the default languages, but since that wasn't a big enough chunk of the market, they replaced both
with english. it wasn't until xenoblade chronicles came out that sega decided to make the change to have english as the
default language. so, the easiest way to experience both the pal and ntsc versions of xenoblade chronicles is to play it on
the 3ds. if you do that, however, you're missing out on one of the most important games of the year. xenoblade chronicles

is the best game of the year for any platform and well worth the price of admission.
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